Offline Programming
&

Simulation Software

The Fastest Offline Robot Programming & Simulation Software
Delfoi Robotics offline programming (OLP) and
robot simulation software suite represents the most
advanced offline programming technology supporting from
simple robot cells to complex multi-robot systems. The
benchmark winning software is unique where time, money
and quality counts. 10 times faster programming than
traditional programming methods.







Fast and easy one-click
programming and trajectory/
program editing
CAD to Path: Utilize effectively the
features of 3D CAD models. Create
path-by-path vs point-by-point.
Accurate robot code can be sent
directly to the robot cell.

Delfoi ARC – Arc welding and laser welding
Delfoi ARC is an offline programming, path generation software for arc welding and
laser welding applications.
In seconds, the software can effectively utilize the features of a 3D CAD part model to
generate all the weld paths with only one click. No matter your robot cell configuration
or complexity, Delfoi ARC captures your best welding methods to the internal WPS
(Welding Procedure Specification) database which guarantees repeatable high-quality
welds. Unique calibration algorithms ensure accurate programs even for
legacy generation robots.
For the structual steel industry, Delfoi Auto ARC can use welding
information (meta data) in a design to generate robot programs
automatically from popular structural steel detailing software.

Delfoi SPOT – Spot welding and riveting
Delfoi SPOT is an offline programming, path generation software for spot welding and
riveting.
The software can import spot weld coordinates from an external source
and generate the spot paths automatically. Delfoi Spot Solver will
guarantee problem free robot trajectories. Furthermore, the possibility
to simulate I/O-signals and clamp movements allows the ability to
create a digital twin.

Delfoi CUT – Cutting, deburring and finishing
Delfoi CUT is an offline programming, path generation software for 3D cutting and
finishing processes, like deburring or trimming, water jet, plasma or laser cutting.
The software effectively utilizes the features of a 3D part model to automatically
generate tool paths. Delfoi CUT allows flexibility to create unique robot
cell configurations and cut complex assemblies
The software is used in automotive, aerospace, machinery, steel
fabricating or plastics and composites components manufacturing
industries.

Universal – Robot brand independent offline programming software







Accurate and smooth tool paths:
advanced calibration tools and
trajectory management
Quality control: templates and
database for repeated high-quality
programs
One for all: generic, support for all
major robot brands

The Delfoi Robotics product range Delfoi ARC, Delfoi
SPOT, Delfoi CUT, Delfoi SURF-X and Delfoi PAINT,
covers comprehensive areas in industrial robotics
applications, and guarantees leading solutions to meet
the most demanding needs of every company.

Delfoi SURF-X – Surface processing
Delfoi SURF-X is an offline programming, path generation software for various
robotized surface processing tasks, like polishing, buffing, sanding, grinding and
coating.
Program creation is based on the ability to effectively utilize the surface features and
topology of a 3D CAD part model. Versatile parametric path creation tools enable
rapid and easy creation of different tool path patterns on complex surfaces. High
quality robot program simulation with visual process analysis is
conducted offline within Delfoi SURF-X prior to any “trial and error”
testing on the shop floor. By supporting force control tools, Delfoi
SURF-X excels in simulating abrasive wear in surface applications
resulting in saved time and significantly reduced costs.

Delfoi PAINT – Wet painting, thermal coating and cold spraying
Delfoi PAINT is an offline programming, path generation software for wet painting or
clear coating, thermal coating and cold spraying.
The paint distribution and accumulation mapping features give users
the capability to analyze the surface quality in advance, without
costly online testing. Advanced spray shape optimization guarantees
exceptional painting resolution by allowing users to explore contour
quality in real time.

High efficiency for small batch robotization
Delfoi Robotics software for offline programming enables the
efficiency of automotive industry for small batch manufacturing.

95% robot utilization rate of robots even for batch size #1
Delfoi’s offline programming applications will remove the non-value
adding programming from the shop floor and increase the utilization
rate of robots well over 90% even if the batch size is #1.

90% or more faster ramp-up time for new products
Robot programming is removed from the shop floor completely.
Every time a robot starts a new program for a new product there
is no production stoppage due to programming.

100% quality – the best programming practices for high
quality programs are managed in the software.
Robot programming is not dependent on a user of the software.
The best process quality is stored in the software.
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